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Abstract

Atmospheric loadings of secondary organic aerosols (SOA) are significantly under-
predicted by climate models. In these models, SOA particles are assumed liquid-like
droplets at equilibrium with the gas-phase. In sharp contrast, our recent laboratory and
field measurements show that SOA particles are non-rigid, highly viscous, spherical,5

quasi-solids, and do not behave like liquid droplets. They evaporate at rates much
lower than predicted by models, and are consequently not at equilibrium with the gas
phase. In addition, our data show that SOA particles trap hydrophobic organics, whose
presence further reduces evaporation rates, and that aging these particles nearly stops
evaporation. Measurements of the evaporation kinetics of ambient SOA particles under10

vapor-free conditions at room temperature showed that less than 20 % of particle mass
evaporates in 4 h.

In this study, we examine, for the first time, these groundbreaking observations to
present a new, experimentally based picture of the phase and evaporation behavior of
SOA particles. We conclude that to first order SOA can be reasonably approximated15

to be non-evaporating. We use a simplified approach to investigate the implications
of this near-irreversible gas-particle partitioning behavior in a box model and a 3-D
chemical transport model, both of which, for the first time, include multi-generational
gas-phase chemistry with functionalization and fragmentation reactions, and compare
them to traditional reversible partitioning models. Results indicate that the revised ir-20

reversible partitioning approach yields slightly higher SOA loadings than traditional re-
versible partitioning approach when functionalization reactions, pushing SOA species
to lower volatility bins are dominant. However, when fragmentation reactions play a
major role, the revised irreversible partitioning approach predicts significantly higher
SOA than the traditional approach. In addition to irreversibility, functionalization, and25

fragmentation, we explore the utility of lower activity coefficient to account for complex
molecular interactions within particles and show that this approach predicts consider-
ably higher SOA loadings. Using the 3-D Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
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model, coupled with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) modeling example of the Mexico City
region, we demonstrate that when fragmentation is taken into account, irreversible par-
titioning increases predicted SOA loadings and lifetimes significantly compared to tradi-
tional models. When lower activity coefficient is also included, predicted SOA loadings
in the Mexico City plateau increase by more than a factor of 3.5

1 Introduction

Some of the largest uncertainties in modeling anthropogenic influences on climate
involve the effects of atmospheric aerosols on radiation and on clouds as shown by
Fig. 2.20 in chapter 2 of the IPCC 2007 report (Forster et al., 2007). Field measure-
ments of atmospheric aerosol composition find that more than 50 % of the dry particles10

mass is organic aerosol (OA), of which secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is the domi-
nant component. Compared to current model predictions, SOA loadings measured in
the atmosphere are significantly higher (de Gouw et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2007;
Zhang et al., 2007; Heald et al., 2005; Volkamer et al., 2006). Despite intense ongoing
research efforts, the large gap between models and observations remains (Goldstein15

and Galbally, 2007).
An extensive recent review on SOA formation, properties, and impact by Hallquist

et al. (2009) notes that “The chemical and physical processes associated with SOA
formation are complex and varied, and, despite considerable progress in recent years,
a quantitative and predictive understanding of SOA formation does not exist and there-20

fore represents a major research challenge in atmospheric science”. This prevailing
conclusion is also reflected by other studies (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Pöschl, 2005).
In the present work, we introduce new experimental observations showing fundamental
problems in current process-level understanding of SOA with tremendous implications
on predictive abilities of aerosol models.25

For the past two decades, temporal evolution of SOA has been modeled using the
absorptive partitioning theory, which requires that SOA species reversibly partition
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between gas and particle phases according to their sub-cooled liquid vapor pressures
adjusted by Raoult’s law (Donahue et al., 2006; Odum et al., 1996; Pankow, 1994).
In addition, regional and global Chemical Transport Models represent SOA using em-
pirical fits to smog chamber data, and often assume that thermodynamic equilibrium
between gas and particle phase organics is achieved instantaneously (Chung and Se-5

infeld, 2002; Heald et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2007). However, recent experimental
findings from several studies provide substantial evidence suggesting that reversible
absorptive gas-particle partitioning used to represent SOA behavior in the atmosphere
needs to be reconsidered (Cappa and Wilson, 2011; Grieshop et al., 2007; Stanier et
al., 2007; Vaden et al., 2010, 2011a; Virtanen et al., 2010; Zelenyuk et al., 2010).10

The phase and morphology of SOA plays a very important role in deciding the par-
ticle phase dynamics (Molina et al., 1996; Ravishankara, 1997). Since diffusion rates
within solid phase of a given species are several orders of magnitude lower than cor-
responding liquid phase (Ravishankara, 1997), particle phase dynamics in a diffusion-
limited solid phase are subject to significantly greater mass-transfer limitations com-15

pared to liquids. A recent modeling study showed how changes in diffusivity altered
by oligomerization may explain evolution of chemical loss rates in ageing amorphous
semi-solid or glassy atmospheric aerosols (Pfrang et al., (2011). It is important to note
that while considerable effort has been directed towards understanding the chemical-
pathways for SOA formation (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008), the physical and chemical mor-20

phology of SOA has not been extensively evaluated (Hallquist et al., 2009).
Gas-particle partitioning models assume that SOA particles are spherical liquid

droplets in equilibrium with the gas-phase (Hallquist et al., 2009; Jimenez et al., 2009;
Pankow, 1994). However, a number of recent studies have brought into question these
fundamental assumptions used in current SOA models (Salcedo et al., 2006, 2007;25

Song et al., 2007; Vaden et al., 2010, 2011a; Virtanen et al., 2010). High SOA-content
particles characterized by the Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) in Mexico City were
measured to be aspherical and bounced from AMS vaporizer like sulfate particles, in-
dicating that they may be solid (Salcedo et al., 2006, 2007). Similarly, Virtanen et al.,
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(2010) showed that SOA particles bounce from the electrical low-pressure impactor
with a probability even higher than that of dry ammonium sulfate particles. They con-
cluded that SOA particles are either amorphous solids or in glassy state. In contrast,
Bahreini et al. (2005) observed significant increase in the AMS collection efficiency of
sulfate particles once they became coated with SOA and suggested that the laboratory-5

generated SOA formed in reactions of cycloalkene ozonolysis are in liquid phase.
Using our single particle mass spectrometer, SPLAT II, we showed that α-pinene

SOA particles are spherical and measured their density under a range of conditions
with high precision (Vaden et al., 2010, 2011a, b; Zelenyuk et al., 2008). In addition,
we characterized the shape and density of ambient SOA mixed with a small amount of10

sulfate and found these particles to be spherical (Vaden et al., 2011a).
Measurements by Song et al. (2007) cast doubt on the assumption of well-mixed liq-

uid organic aerosol composed of hydrophilic SOA and hydrophobic organics. In Vaden
et al. (2010), we describe experiments, in which we generated layered particles with
liquid hydrophobic organic cores coated with α-pinene SOA, and particles of the oppo-15

site morphology, with SOA at the core and liquid hydrophobic organic on the surface,
and demonstrated that both particle types remain stable for many hours. We concluded
that diffusion through SOA must be extremely slow.

Previous measurements characterized volatility of SOA particles varying either di-
lution or residence time in flow tubes with short residence timescales ∼seconds to20

minutes (Grieshop et al., 2007; Stanier et al., 2007). The observed slow evapora-
tion were thought to be the manifestation of the fact that reversible thermodynamic
equilibrium was not achieved due to the short “experimental timescales”, but would
be achieved on sufficiently-short timescales to be irrelevant under atmospheric condi-
tions. For the first time, in Vaden et al. (2011a), we used highly sensitive measure-25

ments at room temperature and atmospherically relevant (>24 h) timescales to show
that SOA particles evaporate orders of magnitude slower than predicted by models,
and are not in equilibrium with gas phase in the atmosphere, due to many complex
physical and chemical processes which have not been thoroughly investigated so far.
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In addition, we concluded that our observation, in these studies, of size-independent
evaporation kinetics implied that SOA cannot be liquid droplets. Vaden et al. (2011a)
also showed that diffusion of semi-volatile organic species, like pyrene, through SOA
is extremely slow, providing direct evidence that SOA is highly viscous. Cappa and
Wilson (2011) measured the evaporation kinetics of SOA as a function of temperature5

and found evaporation rates much slower than expected. Moreover, based on their
mass spectral data they concluded that SOA must be highly viscous, citing Virtanen et
al. (2010) and Vaden et al. (2011a) in support of their conclusion. Cappa and Wilson
(2011) suggested that if ambient OA acted as a glassy substance with slow diffusion,
then SOA properties derived on the basis of absorptive partitioning theory would not10

be physically and chemically meaningful and proposed a new sequential partitioning
SOA model, in which the particles harden into a “non-absorbing” core during formation.
Similarly, Virtanen et al. (2010) called for a rethinking of the “traditional views of the ki-
netics and thermodynamics of SOA formation and transformation in the atmosphere
and to their implications for air quality and climate.” In addition, Kroll and Seinfeld15

(2008) reviewed multiple lines of evidence from various laboratory and ambient studies
showing oligomer formation (species of low volatility and high molecular weight). Hal-
lquist et al. (2009) suggested that viscosity of organic particles could be enhanced by
oligomerization, which may also inhibit particle-phase reactions.

Considered together, these findings cast doubt on the assumption that SOA parti-20

cles and vapors maintain equilibrium by rapid reversible partitioning. However, to-date
they have been ignored by SOA models. Below we present analysis of our recent
data on SOA size, composition, shape, morphology, phase, viscosity, and evaporation
rates to develop a more complete picture of SOA particles. Multi-dimensional single
particle characterization, in which all measured particle properties have to agree with25

aerosol process models, is a fundamental guiding principle of our research. We show
that SOA particles are highly viscous quasi-solids, but are not rigid. Our observations
of extremely slow evaporation rates even under vapor-free conditions at room temper-
ature suggest that to first degree SOA particles can be assumed non-evaporating in
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the atmosphere (i.e. irreversibly partitioned to particle phase). We explore the implica-
tions of non-evaporating SOA that is not in equilibrium with the gas-phase and assess
the utility of mass accommodation coefficients to impose kinetic constraints on SOA
formation and evaporation. Then, a box-modeling framework is used to compare the
previous approach that assumes pseudo-ideal solution and reversible gas-particle par-5

titioning based on Raoult’s law, to our revised approach with irreversible partitioning
and lower activity coefficient.

Moreover, current SOA models assume that oxidation reactions produce lower
volatility compounds with 100 % yield due to functionalization reactions (Robinson
et al., 2007). Recent studies have shown that fragmentation reactions that produce10

higher volatility organic species are very important and need to be included in mod-
els (Jimenez et al., 2009; Kroll et al., 2011). We introduce fragmentation reactions
in the box model and find that the differences between the irreversible and reversible
partitioning approaches strongly depend on the relative importance of functionalization
and fragmentation reactions. Using the 3-D Weather Research and Forecasting model15

coupled with chemistry (WRF-Chem) for Mexico City, we show that the new irreversible
SOA picture and modeling approach leads to SOA loadings significantly higher than
those predicted by current models.

2 An experimentally driven picture of SOA

2.1 SOA shape, morphology, phase, and viscosity20

We have previously shown that laboratory generated α-pinene SOA particles are
spherical and that their density is between 1.19 and 1.21 g cm−3, depending on reaction
conditions (Vaden et al., 2010, 2011a, b; Zelenyuk et al., 2008). Recently, we extended
the measurements of shape and density to characterize SOA particles produced from
a range of precursors, and found all of them to be spherical. Similar measurements on25

ambient particles composed of SOA mixed with a small amount of sulfate show that
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these particles were spherical with density of 1.32±0.02 g cm−3 (Vaden et al., 2011a).
In recent SOA morphology study by Vaden et al. (2010), we produced α-pinene SOA

in the presence of seed particles composed of dioctyl phthalate (DOP), a hydrophobic
liquid organic, and showed that SOA is not soluble in DOP and that the resultant mixed
particles had a layered structure with DOP core and SOA coating. In subsequent ex-5

periments, we generated pure SOA particles, by homogeneous nucleation, and coated
these particles with DOP. These particles were also shown to be layered, with SOA at
the core and a DOP coating. The fact that mixed SOA/DOP particles with two reverse
morphologies were found to be stable for many hours indicates that diffusion through
SOA must be very slow. Similarly, we recently found that pyrene, a solid poly aro-10

matic hydrocarbon (PAH), does not dissolve in pure α-pinene SOA and forms instead
a localized nodule on top of the SOA particle.

In Vaden et al. (2011a) we presented extensive measurements of the room temper-
ature evaporation kinetics of size-selected SOA particles and showed that evaporation
rates are significantly slower than expected. Based on this observation, we concluded15

that SOA could not maintain equilibrium with the gas phase by evaporation as pre-
dicted by models. In addition, we found that the evaporative SOA mass loss rate is
nearly particle size independent, which is in sharp contrast with the expected behavior
of liquid droplets. Furthermore, we showed that diffusion rates within SOA particles
are extremely slow, and concluded that SOA must be highly viscous and cannot be a20

“liquid-like” substance Vaden et al. (2011a).
Virtanen et al. (2010) measured the bouncing probabilities of SOA particles and

concluded that these particles cannot be liquids. Cappa and Wilson (2011) charac-
terized the evaporation behavior of α-pinene SOA in a thermodenuder and reported
that the SOA mass spectra do not change with increasing temperature, i.e. increasing25

SOA evaporated fraction. They concluded that these particles must be highly viscous,
perhaps glassy, to explain their findings. In Vaden et al. (2011a) we reported small
changes in mass spectral intensity of SOA with evaporation. We found that at short
evaporation time (few minutes) the intensity of the peak at m/z = 201 decreased and
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at longer times the relative intensity of peaks at higher m/z slightly increased. Simi-
larly, for ambient SOA particles we found that a significant fraction of the mass-spectral
intensity of the peak at m/z=44 and 73 decreased within a few evaporation minutes
and concluded that it is due to the evaporation of a compound on the particle surface.
However, compared to the stability of the vast majority of the mass-spectral intensity,5

over more than 24 h of evaporation, these changes are minor and agree qualitatively
with the conclusions by Cappa and Wilson (2011).

Based on the data described so far we conclude that SOA particles are spherical,
evaporate very slowly, and are highly viscous, leaving open the question whether they
are rigid solids. To address this question we refine the picture by considering some10

additional information. The fact that the α-pinene SOA particles shown to be spherical
(Vaden et al., 2010, 2011a, b; Zelenyuk et al., 2008) were generated by homogeneous
nucleation followed by coagulation provides evidence that the coagulating nanoparti-
cles could not have been rigid solids. Moreover, in our SOA aging experiments (Vaden
et al., 2010), particles were characterized ∼24 h after SOA formation. During the aging15

process coagulation resulted in even larger particles that were also found to be spheri-
cal, demonstrating that the phase of SOA particles does not alter significantly with time.
If the coagulating SOA particles were rigid solids at any stage of their particle life cycle,
one would expect aspherical agglomerates to form, which is not what we found. In
addition, in Vaden et al. (2010) we showed that coating aspherical NaCl seed particles20

with SOA results in formation of spherical particles and that a very small fraction of the
NaCl core dissolves in the SOA coating demonstrating that even when in contact with
solid NaCl, SOA is not rigid solid. These observations imply that SOA particles share
some properties of fluid, as they are spherical and exhibit shape-conformity to the solid
NaCl core.25

Finally, our observations of extremely slow diffusion of molecules like pyrene or DOP
through SOA, provides direct evidence that SOA is highly viscous (Vaden et al., 2010,
2011a). These and more recent direct measurements of the diffusion of molecules
in SOA were used to calculate the corresponding diffusivities, from which the SOA
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viscosity was calculated. The calculated SOA viscosity was then used to calculate par-
ticle coalescence timescales that are on the order of seconds to minutes, providing a
simple explanation for the findings that the quasi-solid SOA particles are spherical and
remain spherical after coagulation. Detailed calculations of diffusivity, viscosity, and
coalescence timescales for SOA particles will be presented in a separate publication.5

2.2 SOA evaporation

In our SOA evaporation studies (Vaden et al., (2011a) we show that pure α-pinene
SOA evaporation follows a fast phase during which ∼40 % of the particle mass evapo-
rates in ∼2 h, followed by a slow evaporation during which additional 25 % of the mass
evaporates in 24 h. When α-pinene SOA is produced in the presence of hydrophobic10

organics, they are trapped in the SOA and their presence further slows particle evap-
oration. We find that this effect is further enhanced when SOA particles with trapped
hydrophobic organics are aged. The evaporation of ambient SOA particles mixed with
a small amount of sulfate show behavior very similar to that of laboratory generated
SOA particles mixed with hydrophobic organics (Vaden et al., 2011a). These exhibit15

the same fast evaporation within the first ∼100 min, which is followed by a very slow
evaporation. Ambient SOA particles lose less than 20 % of the particle volume in more
than 4 h of evaporation under vapor-free conditions, at which point the evaporation
rate is extremely slow. It is reasonable to presume that in the ambient atmosphere,
where organic vapors are present, evaporation would be expected to be even slower20

and suggest that treating these particles as non-evaporating would be a reasonable
simplifying approximation. Dilution and chemical processing of air masses reduces the
concentrations of gas phase species that were at equilibrium with the SOA particles.
The extremely slow SOA evaporation rates we observed imply that, in the atmosphere,
reversible equilibrium between the particle and gas phase would not be maintained.25

In summary: (1) SOA particles are neither liquid-like nor rigid solids; instead they are
highly viscous quasi-solids. (2) SOA particles evaporate orders of magnitude slower
than expected. (3) Hydrophobic organics are trapped within the SOA phase reducing
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SOA evaporation rate. (4) Aging SOA, especially with trapped organics, further re-
duces SOA evaporation rates to the point that, to first order, evaporation under ambient
conditions can be ignored. (5) SOA particles are not at equilibrium with the gas-phase.

Figure 1 schematically represents the traditional picture of SOA, forming liquid-like
particles that remain at equilibrium with the surrounding gas phase, and the new picture5

of non-evaporating, quasi-solid SOA, with trapped hydrophobic organics. This new pic-
ture casts doubt on all SOA gas-particle mass transfer calculations based on reversible
partitioning and Raoult’s law.

This new picture of SOA is consistent with many other field and laboratory studies
(Cappa et al., 2008; Bilde and Pandis, 2001; Grieshop et al., 2007; Heald et al., 2005;10

Stanier et al., 2007), in which slower than expected evaporation was observed. Using
tandem differential mobility analyzer (TDMA) varying flow tube temperature, Stanier
et al. (2007) showed that while evaporation of single-component adipic acid aerosols
compared favorably to measured vapor pressure of adipic acid, α-pinene SOA parti-
cles showed very small evaporation requiring accommodation coefficients below 0.1.15

Grieshop et al. (2007) measured evaporation of chamber-generated SOA using an ex-
ternal flow tube varying dilution ratio and concluded that evaporation is significantly
slower than expected. However, insufficient residence times in the flow tube used
by both Stanier et al. (2007) and Grieshop et al. (2007) (∼seconds to minutes) were
thought to be the reason for mass transfer limitations. Grieshop et al. (2007) also mea-20

sured gas-particle partitioning of SOA at significantly longer residence times within the
smog chamber itself, and found that evaporation timescales were “surprisingly slow”.
Cappa and Jimenez (2010) showed that 50–80 % of organic aerosol measured, us-
ing the thermodenuder-aerosol mass spectrometer (TD-AMS), in Mexico City and Los
Angeles would not evaporate under any atmospheric conditions.25

In addition to irreversible partitioning of SOA, the new insights about the quasi-
solid SOA phase indicate significant deviation from ideal-solution, suggesting a need
to revise SOA formation mechanisms as well. Here we utilize the accepted lumped-
component volatility basis-set (VBS) framework to form SOA (Robinson et al., 2007),
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but explore the use of lower activity coefficient during SOA formation to account for the
highly viscous non-volatile SOA phase. We successively implement irreversible par-
titioning and lower activity coefficients to evaluate their effects on SOA formation and
evolution, and compare the results to previous modeling approaches. In addition, we
explore the effect of gas-phase multi-generation fragmentation reactions on the calcu-5

lated temporal evolution of the SOA mass loadings, in the reversible and irreversible
partitioning approaches.

3 Reconciling SOA evaporation and growth rates

Figure 2a compares observed evaporation kinetics of laboratory α-pinene SOA and
ambient SOA (Vaden et al., 2011a) against those calculated by a gas-particle kinetic10

mass-transfer model (Koo et al., 2003). Initial volatility distribution in the model is cal-
culated using the 7-species VBS developed for α-pinene SOA formed by ozonolysis
(Pathak et al., 2007). Details of the kinetic calculations and discussions on the use
of mass accommodation coefficients (α) are presented in the supporting online text.
Calculations are performed for the three particle sizes (100, 151, and 251 nm) charac-15

terized in the experiments by Vaden et al. (2011a) and shown to exhibit nearly identical
evaporation kinetics. Figure 2a shows that α=1.0 results in much faster evaporation
kinetics than those measured for both laboratory and ambient SOA particles. For ex-
ample, the model predicts that 151 nm particles lose 75 % of their volume in 1 min,
whereas laboratory data show that it takes ∼24 h. Figure 2a illustrates that it is possi-20

ble, in the model, to slow down evaporation by lowering α from 1.0 to 0.001, at which
point we calculate that 151 nm particles lose 75 % of their volume in ∼13 h. However,
reducing α to slow calculated evaporation rates also slows down SOA growth rates.
Figure 2b shows the results of calculations of the growth of 10 nm particles under con-
stant concentration difference of 1 µg m−3 between aerosol and gas phase, and the as-25

sumption that particles are non-volatile to obtain a maximum growth rate as discussed
in supporting online text. It shows that α lower than 0.1 predicts nearly no particle
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growth over timescales of 4 h, which is in contradiction with observed laboratory and
ambient SOA formation rates (Stanier et al., 2007; Volkamer et al., 2006). Thus α∼1
is needed to explain observed SOA condensation and growth, but evaporation, being
kinetically inhibited requires low α values (≤0.001). It seems that invoking changes
in the condensed phase could provide a way to reconcile the two different α’s, high5

α for formation with low α for evaporation. However, as expected for liquid particles,
calculations for all α’s yield size-dependent evaporation kinetics, with smaller particles
evaporating faster, which is in contradiction with the observed size-independent evap-
oration (Vaden et al., 2011a).

Figure 2a shows that under experimental conditions, with no gas phase organics10

present, less than 20 % of ambient SOA evaporated over 4 h, suggesting that evap-
oration under real atmospheric conditions would be negligible. We conclude that the
observed SOA evaporation behavior cannot be explained with current models that as-
sume reversible equilibrium gas-particle partitioning behavior of liquid SOA particles,
indicating a pressing need to develop a revised modeling framework that accounts for15

the new experimental findings.

4 Reversible vs. irreversible SOA partitioning and lower activity coefficient:
box modeling examples

In this section, we present a simplified way to account for the observed irreversible
partitioning of SOA, implement it in Lagrangian box model simulations, and compare20

the results with reversible partitioning. The box model simulates trace gas and aerosol
chemistry in an air parcel, using the modified Carbon Bond Mechanism (CBM-Z) (Za-
veri and Peters, 1999) with added reactions to treat condensable organic species using
the VBS approach, and the MOSAIC aerosol module (Zaveri et al., 2008) with VBS
treatment of SOA (Pathak et al., 2007).25

Here we consider SOA formation from a single biogenic reactive organic gas
(ROG), similar to α-pinene, having an OH reaction rate constant (kOH) of
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4×10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 and fixed yields to the 7-species VBS (Pathak et al.,
2007). The initial ROG concentration is 10 ppb, and initial concentrations of NOx, O3,
and ROGs are representative of typical suburban conditions in the atmosphere. The
air parcel mixes with clean background air at a dilution rate of 6.12 % per hour (Voss
et al., 2010). Following one diurnal cycle, in which SOA is formed as ROG reacts with5

OH during the day, gas-phase chemistry is switched off and dilution reduces both gas
and particle concentrations.

In the first set of simulations we compare the reversible equilibrium gas-particle par-
titioning modeled with 7-species VBS as described by Donahue et al. (2006), and
our revised approach, in which SOA is prevented from evaporating. In the revised ap-10

proach, SOA growth by condensation is modeled similar to the traditional approach and
irreversible partitioning is implemented by modifying the SOA gas-particle partitioning
algorithm, so that gas and particle concentrations are left unchanged when the thermo-
dynamics favor evaporation of SOA thus preventing SOA evaporation, but gas and par-
ticle concentrations are equilibrated when thermodynamics favor condensation. Note15

that this allows us to use the same 7-species VBS and thermodynamic-partitioning
code to model both the previous and revised approaches.

Figure 3a shows the initial gas-particle distribution, when chemistry is switched off
and the SOA concentration (CSOA) is 2.2 µg m−3. Figure 3b shows the calculated SOA
enhancement ratio, defined as ratio of SOA concentration and the dilution factor (DF),20

after the OH concentration drops to zero. By the time the system is diluted by a factor of
10, which for a dilution rate of 6.12 % per hour is 37 h, almost all the SOA disappears by
evaporation in the reversible partitioning approach, while the SOA enhancement ratio
with the new, non-evaporation approach remains constant. This clearly indicates that
the irreversible partitioning approach would increase modeled SOA concentrations and25

significantly affect calculated background loading resulting from long-range transport to
cleaner environments, which would be consistent with field observations.

For example, Heald et al. (2005) found that aircraft measurements of organic carbon
over the Northwest Pacific revealed little vertical gradient in the free troposphere and
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10–100 times higher concentrations, as compared to SOA loadings predicted from a
global chemical transport model. Using the Chung and Seinfeld (2002) parameteriza-
tions, in which SOA is treated as semi-volatile, they predicted almost complete SOA
evaporation for the free troposphere. The new picture we present, in which partitioning
of SOA is irreversible, may partly explain the high SOA concentrations observed in the5

free troposphere.
So far, we looked at dilution and partitioning of SOA when gas-phase chemistry is

turned off. In the actual atmosphere, dilution and chemistry occur simultaneously. Cur-
rently, most 3-D models employing the VBS parameterization assume that SOA forma-
tion occurs due to gas-phase oxidation reactions that produce lower volatility products10

and thereby move the SOA mass to lower volatility bins (Robinson et al., 2007; Shri-
vastava et al., 2008; Tsimpidi et al., 2010). In these models, as the gas-phase concen-
trations decrease and the condensed phase responds by evaporation, the evaporated
gas reacts with OH to produce lower volatility species, in a process termed function-
alization. In these models, with each generation of oxidation, the organic vapors are15

moved, in a stepwise fashion, to lower volatility bins, such that after a number of gener-
ations, most of the molecules condense, or conversely, the fraction of molecules in the
gas phase becomes negligible and the system is protected from further loss. Because
these models push the evaporating organics to extremely low vapor pressures, it would
not be surprising to find that switching evaporation off would have only small effects on20

the total SOA formed.
However, it is well known that when OH reacts with organic molecules, a mix of

products forms. Some products have lower vapor pressures, while others, produced
by fragmentation reactions, are more volatile. Therefore, proper modeling of this multi-
step process must include reasonable volatility distribution of higher and lower volatility25

products. Kroll et al. (2011) recently suggested that addition of oxygen-containing
groups weakens the C-C bonds and leads to fragmentation after just 1 to 4 generations
of oxidation. In that case one would expect the individual oxidation products to span
a range of oxidation state, carbon number and volatility, as governed by the kinetics of
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key organic “aging” reactions (Kroll et al., 2011).
Here we use the box model to examine SOA formation and evolution under three

contrasting cases, in which reactions with OH lead primarily to functionalization (Case
1) or fragmentation (Case 2), both with activity coefficient of 1, and Case 3 that repli-
cates Case 2, but explores the effect of lower activity coefficient. For each case, we5

compare reversible and irreversible partitioning. In Case 1 (Fig. 4a), 15 % of the prod-
ucts from each volatility species in the 7-species VBS move to the highest volatility
species (C∗ = 104 µg m−3), 75 % move to the next lower volatility (e.g., from C∗ = 102 to
C∗ = 10µg m−3), and the remaining 10 % are lost to high volatility species outside the
VBS range. In Case 2 (Fig. 4b), 75 % of the products from all volatility species in the 7-10

species VBS move to the highest volatility species (C∗ =104 µg m−3), 15 % move to the
next lower volatility, and the remaining 10 % are lost and moved outside the VBS range.
Case 3 (Fig. 4c), replicates the conditions of Case 2 with activity coefficient of 0.2. All
modeling results presented in Fig. 4 include in addition to gas-phase chemistry, 6.12 %
per hour dilution, with time zero corresponding to 06:00 local time (LT). Initial ROG15

concentrations are chosen to yield similar peak SOA concentration of about 1 µg m−3.
Figure 4a provides comparison between the calculated temporal evolutions of SOA un-
der assumptions of reversible and irreversible partitioning for Case 1. During the initial
SOA formation period, the two partitioning approaches give nearly identical results.
Once SOA concentrations peak, a small difference between the two is observed. After20

24 h, the total SOA concentration from the non-evaporating approach is 20 % higher.
The volatility distributions at 24 h for the two approaches (not shown) are similar, al-
though the irreversible partitioning approach has noticeably more SOA (C∗≥1 µg m−3).
This example illustrates that when fragmentation is low and the evaporated gases re-
act in the model to give mostly lower volatility products that re-condense, the difference25

between reversible and irreversible partitioning approaches is small (20 %).
Figure 4b presents the results for Case 2, where fragmentation is much greater. The

SOA formation rates for the two approaches are again very close during the first few
hours, later their results differ strongly. With reversible partitioning, SOA evaporates as
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the air parcel dilutes, and the resulting gas-phase species react with high probability
of fragmentation to produce higher volatility species that do not re-condense. SOA
evaporates much faster during the day as compared to nighttime due to fragmentation,
as shown by the higher daytime slope of reversible partitioning. Figure 4b shows that
in 24 h, evaporation and fragmentation reactions transfer almost all the SOA from the5

particle to the gas-phase. With the irreversible partitioning approach, SOA stays in the
particle phase (Fig. 4b), and the SOA enhancement ratio remains constant. These
results illustrate that when gas-phase chemistry favors fragmentation, stopping evap-
oration yields significantly more SOA, providing clear illustration of the importance of
coupling evaporation with fragmentation reactions in model predicted SOA loadings,10

as discussed by Jimenez et al. (2009).
In both reversible and irreversible partitioning approaches, SOA formation is mod-

eled using the VBS approach, in which vapor pressures and Raoult’s law determine
the condensing fraction. However, the experimentally observed SOA evaporation rates
clearly show that the lumped component vapor pressures of the condensed SOA phase15

is much lower than that predicted by Raoult’s law. Cappa et al. (2008) used a temper-
ature programmed thermal desorption (TPTD) method and found non-ideal solution
behavior with activity coefficients lower than 1 for a mixture of atmospherically relevant
C3-C7 diacids. In addition, they found that the presence of inorganic salt caused fur-
ther changes in desorption behavior of the organic mixture. In Vaden et al. (2011a) we20

showed that semi-volatile hydrophobic organic vapors, like pyrene trapped within SOA
particles decrease their evaporation rates. Hence, studies by Cappa et al. (2008) and
by us (Vaden et al., 2011a) suggested that complex interaction phenomena between
different organic molecules and between organic and inorganic molecules changed
evaporation behavior. In Fig. 4c, we explore an effect of complex molecular interac-25

tions and non-ideal SOA formation behavior, as described by Case 3 above by using
activity coefficient of 0.2. It shows that for irreversible partitioning, lower activity coef-
ficient yields 3 times as much SOA as compared to Fig. 4b. While higher non-ideal
SOA forms in the reversible case as well, it is lost within 24 h due to evaporation and
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fragmentation reactions as shown in Fig. 4c.

5 SOA in the Mexico City region: a 3-D Modeling Example

In this section, we present a modeling example, in which the effects of irreversible
partitioning and fragmentation are examined under more realistic atmospheric condi-
tions, using WRF-Chem, a 3-D chemical transport model, that was modified to imple-5

ment the 9-species VBS mechanism to simulate formation and evolution of the organic
aerosols (Shrivastava et al. (2011). The model includes SOA formed from semi-volatile
and intermediate volatile precursors emitted from anthropogenic and biomass-burning
sources, and traditional SOA formed from biogenic and anthropogenic ROGs. Table 1
in Shrivastava et al. (2011) provides a complete list of the terminology for various types10

of organic aerosol species that are included in this modeling activity.
The main difference between the present simulations and simulations presented in

Shrivastava et al. (2011), is that in the previous work 100 % functionalization was as-
sumed for all generations, and in the present study, 100 % functionalization is assumed
only for the first two generations. Third generation and thereafter are assumed to un-15

dergo 75 % fragmentation, leading to formation of highest volatility species in the VBS
that is still available for further functionalization and fragmentation reactions. At each
step of oxidation, 10 % of each gas-phase VBS species is moved outside the VBS
range and not tracked further, assuming it is eventually oxidized to CO2. In addition,
we assume that primary organic aerosols (POA) and SOA form separate organic solu-20

tions and do not mix. As a result, POA does not affect gas-particle partitioning of SOA.
Reversible partitioning and activity coefficient of 1 is assumed for POA in all cases,
regardless of whether partitioning of SOA is reversible or irreversible. Note that POA
is left unchanged in all the simulated Cases. Initial and boundary conditions on the
outer domain (far from region shown in Fig. 5) for all SOA species are assumed to be25

zero. However, a small amount of background organic aerosol (0.1–0.3 µg m−3) ob-
tained from MOZART global simulations of trace gases and aerosols (Emmons et al.,
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2010), is allowed to form a solution with SOA.
Figure 5a and b show the calculated SOA surface concentrations over an inner

nested domain, at 3×3 km2 grid resolution, for the reversible and irreversible ap-
proaches on 10 March 2006 at 13:30 LT, assuming activity coefficient of 1. The simu-
lation period is 6–11 March 2006. Horizontal wind vectors averaged for six hours from5

07:30 to 13:30 LT at the surface, represented by arrows, are also shown.
Comparison between the two approaches in Fig. 5a and b shows that the case, in

which evaporation is stopped, the SOA plume north of the city center reaches up to
6.5 µg m−3, significantly higher than in the reversible partitioning case. The wide re-
gion north-east of Mexico City in Fig. 5b shows SOA concentrations ≥7 µg m−3 due10

to air mass transported through Mexico City region and farther south-east including
Veracruz. Here as well, irreversible partitioning predicts 2.5 times higher SOA as com-
pared to reversible partitioning case shown in Fig. 5a. Greater differences (up to a
factor of 3) between the irreversible and reversible partitioning approaches are seen
where SOA concentrations are lower, as dilution causes evaporation of SOA in the15

reversible approach.
In Fig. 5c, we show the results of simulation, in which the conditions in Fig. 5b are

replicated except for the activity coefficient of 0.2, similar to our box model example
above, which reduces the effective volatilities of all SOA species by a factor of 5. Not
surprisingly, we find in this case that the calculated SOA concentrations near the city20

and in background are significantly higher than in either of the two previous cases
shown in Fig. 5a and b.

6 Discussions

Recent laboratory and field data provide new important information about phase and
evaporation kinetics of SOA particles in the atmosphere. When these data are con-25

sidered in their entirety, a new picture of SOA emerges. The data indicate that lower
volatility molecules condense to form highly viscous, quasi-solid SOA particles and do
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not form ideal liquid-phase solution as described by Raoult’s law. In addition, our data
unequivocally show that SOA particles are not rigid solids. SOA particle formation and
growth involve trapping of adsorbed hydrophobic organic vapors producing particles
whose evaporation rates are so slow that they can be ignored. The slow evapora-
tion rates also mean that particles are not in equilibrium with gas phase even on very5

long, atmospherically relevant timescales. These conclusions are in sharp contrast
with some previous interpretations of similar experimental observations (Grieshop et
al., 2007; Stanier et al., 2007). In our picture, SOA evolution in the atmosphere can
be modeled, to a first degree, as irreversible gas-to-particle partitioning, in which the
particles are not in equilibrium with the gas-phase.10

Previous model parameterizations have shown reduction in model-measurement dis-
crepancies (Dzepina et al., 2009, 2011; Hodzic et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2007).
However, significant problems and uncertainties exist in those approaches. Dzepina
et al. (2011) noted that a wide diversity of SOA aging parameterizations can explain
the observed regional SOA loadings measured during MILAGRO 2006. Moreover,15

these models assumed 100 % functionalization which led to unrealistic reductions of
volatilities of all organic species, leading to artificial enhancement in predicted aerosol
loadings. Also the emissions of major SOA precursors including semi-volatile and in-
termediate volatility organic vapors (S/IVOC) were poorly constrained, and estimated
to be 6.5 times POA (Tsimpidi et al. (2010). Recently, Shrivastava et al. (2011) demon-20

strated the limitations in models, which led to significant bias in model-predicted SOA
at both ground sites and aircraft transects as compared to measurements.

Our measurements provide the first conclusive evidence that SOA evaporation at
room temperature is extremely slow even under organic-vapor-free conditions (Vaden
et al., 2011a). There is a very important difference between our results and recent in-25

terpretations of ambient thermo-denuder measurements (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010),
that show a large fraction of atmospheric aerosol to be non-volatile. Previous studies
(e.g., Cappa and Jimenez, 2010) were interpreted to provide support for the decreased
volatility of SOA with atmospheric evolution. In the previous picture, the semi-volatile
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components of freshly made SOA evaporate, oxidize due to multi-generation chemistry
with 100 % functionalization, and recondense due to reduction of their vapor pressure
to produce very low volatility SOA (Robinson et al., 2007). In contrast, our experimental
data show that the evaporation rates of even freshly made SOA are already orders of
magnitude slower than expected.5

Our box modeling results presented, in Sect. 4 show that irreversible partitioning
yields results that are slightly higher than those obtained by traditional reversible par-
titioning models when both models assume 100 % functionalization (artificially push-
ing SOA species to lower volatility bins) as implemented by Robinson et al. (2007).
The strong similarity between the two indicates that irreversible partitioning, as imple-10

mented in our revised models, are just as successful in reducing model-measurement
discrepancies as models that assume 100 % functionalization, which is known to be
unrealistic. Note that while irreversible partitioning approach instantaneously prevents
SOA evaporation in all volatility bins, in the traditional reversible partitioning case, SOA
species are efficiently moved to lower volatility bins through multiple generations of15

chemistry reducing their evaporation.
To examine the effect of fragmentation on the current and new formalisms we pre-

sented a simplified approach that is based on a modified VBS modeling framework. We
demonstrated, for the first time, that when models take into account fragmentation re-
actions, irreversible gas-particle partitioning, and non-ideal SOA behavior, they predict20

significantly higher SOA loadings than prevailing models. In the new approach, we ac-
count, at this point, for non-ideal effects and viscous SOA phase by using lower activity
coefficient, and maintain condensed SOA constituents irreversibly in the particles by
stopping evaporation in models. Irreversible partitioning implies significantly increasing
atmospheric SOA lifetimes and loadings as compared to previous models (Heald et25

al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2007). These results also imply that when experimentally
observed SOA behavior is implemented in models, it would help to constrain both SOA
precursor emissions and aging parameterizations significantly increasing the predictive
capabilities of models representing the spatial and temporal variations of SOA in the
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atmosphere.
High SOA viscosity also implies changes in hygroscopic properties, cloud condensa-

tion activity, heterogeneous chemistry, and light scattering of organic aerosols affecting
both aerosols and aerosol-cloud interactions. This work has important implications to
understanding climate impacts of atmospheric aerosols, suggesting the need to re-5

formulate existing aerosol models to better represent SOA behavior in the atmosphere.
Finally, we note that this paper does not claim to have developed a robust modeling

framework. Instead, it uses a simplified modification to existing models to develop
fundamental scientific insights on how the physical and chemical evolution of SOA in
the atmosphere is affected by the new experimental findings.10

Supplement related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/11/20107/2011/
acpd-11-20107-2011-supplement.pdf.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the traditional and the new picture of the SOA lifecycle in the atmosphere.
In the old picture, SOA is in a liquid phase at equilibrium with the gas-phase. In the new
picture, SOA is in highly viscous, quasi-solid phase; it traps hydrophobic organics, and does
not evaporate on atmospherically relevant timescale.
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Fig. 2. (a) Comparison of measured evaporation rates of laboratory and ambient SOA particles
with theoretical calculations for accommodation coefficients α=1 and α=0.001. (b) Prediction
of growth rate of SOA particles with initial diameter of 10 nm for α=1 to α=0.001. Details of
calculations are described in the supporting online text.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the evaporation behaviors of SOA particles in response to di-
lution using the traditional, reversible gas-particle partitioning, and the new, irreversible SOA
condensation. (a) Initial gas-particle distribution denoted by 7-species VBS. (b) Evolution of
SOA enhancement ratio as a function of dilution factor.
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Fig. 4. Box model calculations showing the temporal evolution of the calculated SOA en-
hancement ratio due to functionalization, fragmentation, and dilution with multi-generational
OH chemistry. (a) Case 1 with low fragmentation; (b) Case 2 with high fragmentation; (c) Case
3 with high fragmentation and activity coefficient of 0.2.
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Fig. 5. WRF-Chem calculated SOA mass loadings, in the Mexico City plateau, on 10 March
2006 at 13:30 LT near the surface. (a) Reversible partitioning approach (b) Irreversible partition-
ing approach, with no evaporation. (c) Irreversible partitioning approach, with no evaporation
and activity coefficient of 0.2. Mexico City is marked on the maps by a black circle. Arrows
denote direction of horizontal wind vectors (07:30–13:30 LT), and length of arrows denotes
magnitude of wind speed (maximum 8 m s−1).
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